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[ WE LEARN FROM HER ]

Save a crayon,
save the world
On average, teachers spend about
$945 of their own money on classroom
supplies. Sheila Michail Morovati’s
ingenious idea helps them keep their
cash, puts crayons in underprivileged
kids’ hands, and benefits the planet, too.
BY JESSICA PRESS

When she closes her eyes,
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Sheila reading to kids during a recent dropoff (above), and one of the students enjoying
the new batch of art supplies (left).

take home. In 2013, Sheila officially founded
the nonprofit Crayon Collection; so far
it has helped to relay millions of crayons to
children in the United States and as far away as Hong
Kong, Beijing, and Australia.
“Some of our students come from homes that don’t
have any art materials—they’re just not in the budget.
And it’s amazing to see
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Sheila Michail Morovati can still
hear the squeals of delight from
the children she encountered on a
street in Mexico nearly 30 years
ago. “I was around 9 years old, on
vacation with my family. After
leaving a restaurant with small toys
and a balloon from the hostess, I
was suddenly surrounded by 15 or
more local kids, clamoring for these
gifts. My mother whispered, ‘You’ll
just get 10 more minutes of fun with
these, but they’ll have weeks of joy
with them, so hand them over.’” Ever since that day,
Sheila, now 37, has had a keen sensitivity to the disparities
among children around the world, an awareness that, in
part, led her to study sociology at UCLA. But it was having
a child of her own that helped her discover her mission.
“Five years ago, when I took my then-2-year-old
daughter to restaurants, I started noticing that the free
crayons we left behind were swept into the trash,” she
says. She was struck by the wastefulness, so she
approached managers at the restaurants she frequented in
her hometown of Los Angeles, asking if they’d be willing
to collect crayons after diners left. Then she reached out to
Title 1 schools—those with a large portion of children
who come from low-income families—asking if they’d
want to arrange to pick the crayons up once a month. She
was met with a resounding yes on both sides, ultimately
convincing chains like Islands Restaurants and California
Pizza Kitchen to come on board. And when the schools
started to say they had too many crayons after a few
months of donations, Sheila forged a relationship with
the National Head Start Association (NHSA), which aids
more than 2,800 preschool programs that welcome
donations for their classrooms as well as for children to

